CHSS ADVANCEMENT COUNCIL SCHOLARSHIP
The CHSS Advancement Council Scholarship is intended to support a student who is a major in the humanities or social/behavioral sciences. Through this annual scholarship, the CHSS Advancement Council seeks to emphasize the value of a public liberal arts education and the importance of developing an interdisciplinary education and the analytical skills it fosters. The typical award amount is $2,000.

WESTERN ALUMNI LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP
The Alumni Leadership Scholarship provides scholarships for students with financial need who display a talent for being active within their community, participate in leadership building activities, provide service to others, and succeed academically. Two scholarships are awarded each year to CHSS students: one to a student who is a major in the humanities and one to a student who is a major in social/behavioral sciences. The typical award amount is $1,000.

MIKULENCAK-KOHLMEIR ADVANTAGES OF LEARNING DIFFERENTLY SCHOLARSHIP
The Mikulencak-Kohlmeier Advantages of Learning Differently Scholarship was established by Lisa Ann Mikulencak and Bernhard Kohlmeier to benefit students with learning challenges who are enrolled as a major or minor in the College of Humanities and Social Sciences. The scholarship is a two-year award provided to students who meet eligibility guidelines (listed below). The typical award amount is $1,000 each year for two years.

PAUL WOODRING ARTS AND SCIENCES SCHOLARSHIP
The Paul Woodring Arts and Sciences Scholarship was established for students of exceptional talent that are pursuing a major within the College of Humanities and Social Sciences (CHSS) or College of Science and Engineering (CSE) and who are recognized, by the faculty members who know them, as likely to make substantial contributions to society as a result of their liberal education.

Only students who have been nominated by a department within CHSS or CSE are eligible for the Paul Woodring Arts and Sciences scholarship award. While the nomination must come from the department if you are a student pursuing a major in one of the two colleges and interested in this award you can reach out to faculty within your major to express your interest.

ELYSE C. ALPER SCHOLARSHIP FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
The Elyse C. Alper Scholarship for International Studies provides an award to support study outside the United States at a recognized university to promote and further international understanding and goodwill. The university outside the United States where the applicant plans to study must be endorsed by the student's department and accepted as course credit towards the applicant's degree program. This scholarship is open to all WWU students. The typical award amount is $3,000.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION & APPLICATIONS
More information about scholarship guidelines and criteria, as well as the application forms, are available on the College’s website at https://chss.wwu.edu/scholarships. The application deadline is Monday, April 19, 2021.